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Abstract—We theoretically and experimentally study the noise
of a class-A dual-frequency vertical external cavity surface emit-
ting laser operating at Cesium clock wavelength. The intensity
noises of the two orthogonally polarized modes and the phase
noise of their beatnote are investigated. The intensity noises of
the two modes and their correlations are well predicted by a
theory based on coupled rate equations. The phase noise of the
beatnote is well described by considering both thermal effects
and the effect of phase-amplitude coupling. The good agreement
between theory and experiment indicates possible ways to further
decrease the laser noises.
Index Terms—Dual-frequency laser, vertical external cavity
surface emitting laser, intensity noise, phase noise, cesium clock.
I. INTRODUCTION
GENERATING low noise tunable optically-carried mi-crowave signals is one of the core issues in the area of
microwave photonics, which covers many applications such as,
for instance, carrying and distributing radio signals over fibers,
signal processing, antenna beam forming, distributing time and
frequency standards, and so on [1], [2], [3]. Several techniques
have been developed and extensively studied to generate such
an optically-carried RF signal. Most of these techniques, such
as, for example, the combination of direct modulation and
optical injection locking [4], external modulation [5], optical
phase locking of two independent lasers [6], [7], rely on an
external RF source, which is required to exhibit a low noise.
This is in contrast with another technique, namely the dual-
frequency laser [8]. Since the dual-frequency laser system
can be simpler and cheaper, due to the absence of a low-
noise external RF source, it is attracting more and more
attention. The basic idea behind this two-frequency laser is
that since the two laser modes share the same cavity, their
optical phase noises should be essentially similar and should
thus be cancelled out when one uses their beatnote as an RF
signal.
So far, several schemes have been demonstrated to sus-
tain oscillation of two laser modes in the same cavity. One
scheme is based on a fiber ring laser combined with a dual-
transmission-band fiber Bragg grating filter [9], [10]. With this
configuration, a beatnote at several discrete frequencies in the
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tens of GHz range was reported with a spectral width equal
to 80 kHz . However, this laser does not offer a continuous
tunability of the beatnote frequency. The second scheme is
based on a solid-state laser containing a birefringent crystal
(BC) to create two different optical paths for two orthogonal
polarization modes inside a single cavity [11]. With this
configuration, the beatnote was adjustable up to 2.7 THz
[12], and the linewidth could be less than 10 kHz. However,
such solid-state lasers exhibit strong relaxation oscillations that
degrade the spectral purity of the beatnote. These relaxation
oscillations come from the class-B dynamical behavior of
these lasers: the population inversion lifetime is typically in
the 10 ps to ns range, which is not negligibly short compared
to the cavity photon lifetime. This is no longer the case in a
third architecture, based on a Vertical External Cavity Surface
Emitting Laser (VECSEL) containing a BC. This kind of laser
is referred to as dual-frequency VECSEL (DF-VECSEL). With
a high reflectivity output coupler and a few centimeter long
cavity, the photon lifetime can be much longer than the lifetime
of the carriers in the quantum wells, which is the condition
for class-A dynamical behavior [13]. Such a DF-VECSEL has
then been shown to be free from relaxation oscillations and
to exhibit very low noise when oscillating in class-A regime
[14], [15], [16].
The first DF-VECSEL was demonstrated at 1 µm wave-
length [17], illustrating its advantages in terms of high spectral
purity and large continuous beatnote frequency tunability. The
same concept was then transferred at 1.55 µm wavelength
[18] to match the telecom window, in particular for microwave
photonics applications. The noises of these DF-VECSELs at
1 µm and 1.55 µm were investigated in detail. Theoretically,
the intensity noises of the two modes and their correlations
could be derived from a set of coupled rate equations [19]
and the phase noise of the beatnote could be accounted for
by the combination of two effects: the thermal effect induced
by the pump noise and the transfer of intensity to phase noise
induced by the large Henry phase/amplitude coupling effect
in semiconductor VECSEL structures [20], [21]. This simple
model was shown to derive from a more complete theory
taking spin-flipping effects into account [22]. In this approach,
the two modes were supposed to be exactly symmetric in terms
of gain and losses, allowing to expand all noises in terms of
in-phase and anti-phase noise modes. The asymmetry between
the pump powers and losses of the two modes was neglected.
Meanwhile, the attention of researchers working on coherent
population trapping (CPT) atomic clocks was also attracted by
DF-VECSELs. This led to the development of a DF-VECSEL
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at 852 nm corresponding to the wavelength of Cesium atomic
clocks [23], [24], in view of future developments of miniature
CPT atomic clocks. Nevertheless, the noise mechanisms in
these lasers have not been studied in detail. Since the CPT
atomic clocks have stringent requirements on the noise be-
havior, it is worth studying these fluctuations in more detail
to have a better understanding and control of the noise.
In this paper, we thus report an experimental and theoretical
investigation of the noise of a 852 nm DF-VECSEL. In Section
II, we describe the implementation of this DF-VECSEL. In
Section III, we present the theory of the intensity noise, the
phase noise of the beatnote, and the related correlations. It
is based on coupled rate equations, taking thermal effects and
Henry’s phase/amplitude coupling effect. While this theory has
initially been developed to understand DF-VECSELs operating
at telecom wavelengths, we generalized it with respect to Ref.
[21] by taking into account the difference between the pump
powers that feed the two modes. In Section IV, we describe
the measurement of the pump noise, intensity noises, beatnote
phase noise, and the correlations between the intensity noises.
All the experimental results are compared with the theoretical
results. In section V, we discuss the limitations of the beatnote
phase noise. This investigation thus presents a complete picture
of the intensity noise and beatnote phase noise in such DF-
VECSELs. Also, this work aims at testing the generality of
the precedingly developed theory by applying it to the DF-
VECSEL oscillating at the Cesium clock wavelength.
II. DF-VECSEL IMPLEMENTATION
The DF-VECSEL is schematized in Fig. 1. The semiconduc-
tor chip is glued to a Peltier cooler, which is bonded to
a heat sink. The Peltier temperature is stabilized at 20 ◦C.
The semiconductor chip is a multi-layered structure grown on
a 350-µm-thick GaAs substrate by metal-organic chemical-
vapor deposition method. It contains a distributed Bragg
reflector and active layers. The Bragg reflector is composed of
32.5 pairs of AlAs/Al0.22GaAs quarter-wave layers leading to
a reflectivity larger than 99.94% around 850 nm. In the active
layers, seven 8-nm-thick GaAs quantum wells are embedded
in Al0.22GaAs barriers, which absorb the pump power. About
75% of the pump power can be absorbed in single pass. Each
of the quantum wells is located at an antinode of the laser field.
Two layers of Al0.39GaAs form potential barriers to confine
the carriers. A 50-nm-thick InGaP and 5 nm GaAs layer cap
the structure to prevent the Al oxidation. This chip is designed
without anti-reflection coating to increase the gain of the mode
resonant within the micro-cavity created in the semiconductor
structure.
An anti-reflection coated YVO4 birefringent crystal (BC)
is inserted inside the cavity. It is cut at 45◦ of its optical
axis, thus separating the extraordinary polarization from the
ordinary one by a distance denoted as d. Here, the thickness
of the BC is 0.5 mm, leading to a value of d close to 50 µm.
This separation leads to the oscillation of two orthogonally
polarized laser modes inside the cavity, whose centers are
distant from each other by d in the active structure. However,
depending on the mode radius w0 in the structure, the two
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Fig. 1. (a) DF-VECSEL architecture, including (b) the structure of the
semiconductor chip.
modes partially overlap inside the gain structure and thus
experience some competition through nonlinear coupling, i. e.,
gain cross-saturation [25], [26]. An etalon is also introduced to
improve the robustness of single mode oscillation for each of
the two orthogonal polarizations. The laser output coupler is
a concave mirror with a transmission of 0.5% and a radius of
curvature of 5 cm. If we consider the losses of the output
coupler, the photon lifetime inside the 5-cm-long cavity is
32 ns, which is much longer than the carrier lifetime inside
the wells, thus ensuring that the laser obeys class-A dynamics.
The pump laser is a 673 nm laser diode. It is delivered to the
semiconductor chip by a multimode fibre whose core diameter
is 102 µm with a numerical aperture equal to 0.22. After
collimation, the pump beam is incident on the structure with
an angle of about 40◦.
The two orthogonally polarized laser modes are monitored
by a Fabry-Perot interferometer (FPI), as shown in Fig. 2(a)
for a beatnote frequency of the order of 3 GHz. The spectrum
of the beatnote, measured by an electric spectrum analyzer, is
shown in Fig. 2(b). Due to the 1 GHz bandwith of the detector,
we adjusted the frequency of the beatnote at 350 MHz. As
can be seen in this spectrum, there is a strong noise pedestal,
extending up to several tens of MHz, at the foot of the beatnote
peak. This pedestal results mainly from the beatnote phase
noise, which will be investigated in the following sections.
III. THEORY OF THE INTENSITY AND BEATNOTE PHASE
NOISES
A. Intensity Noises
The laser noise can be derived with the rate equations
formalism used in Ref. [19]. The two modes are described
by their intracavity photon numbers F0x and F0y , and the
pump creates two carrier reservoirs for the two modes. The
corresponding unsaturated carrier numbers are noted N0x and
N0y . Some nonlinear coupling is introduced between the rate
equations governing the two modes, in order to describe gain
cross-saturation [19], through the ratios ξxy and ξyx of the
cross- to self-saturation coefficients. The steady-state numbers
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Fig. 2. (a) Spectrum of the DF-VECSEL visualized thanks to a Fabry-Perot
interferometer, with a free spectral range equal to 10 GHz. The ramp applied
to the Fabry-Perot is also shown. (b) Beatnote spectrum obtained using an
electrical spectrum analyzer. The light horizontal trace is the measurement
noise floor.
of photons F0x and F0y in the x- and y-polarized modes are
given by [19]:
F0x =
1
κτ
(rx − 1)− ξxy(ry − 1)
1− C , (1)
F0y =
1
κτ
(ry − 1)− ξyx(rx − 1)
1− C , (2)
where τ is the carrier lifetime, rx and ry are the excitation
ratios of the two modes, κ is the coupling coefficient between
the photons and the carriers, which is proportional to the laser
cross section of the transition. C is the coupling constant
between the two modes defined by
C = ξxyξyx . (3)
The steady-state solution of Eqs. (1) and (2) is stable only
when C < 1.
The pump fluctuations are introduced as fluctuations of the
unsaturated numbers of carriers of the two modes:
N0i(t) = N0i + δN0i(t) (4)
for i = x, y where the average values are related to the
excitation ratios through:
N0i =
ri
κτi
. (5)
If we call δFx(t) and δFy(t) the (small) fluctuations of the
number of photons of the two modes, Ref. [19] shows that
their Fourier transforms are related to the Fourier transforms
of δN0x(t) and δN0y(t) according to:[
δ˜Fx(f)
δ˜Fy(f)
]
=
[
Mxx(f) Mxy(f)
Myx(f) Myy(f)
][
δ˜N0x(f)
δ˜N0y(f)
]
, (6)
where tilde denotes Fourier transformed quantities and f is
the noise frequency. The matrix elements are given by:
Mxx(f) =
1
∆(f)τ
[
1
τy
− 2ipif ry/τ − 2ipif
κFy0
]
, (7)
Mxy(f) = − ξxy
ττx∆(f)
, (8)
with similar expressions for Myy and Myx. τx and τy are
lifetimes of the photons for the two modes and ∆ is given by
∆(f) =
[
1
τx
− 2ipif rx/τ − 2ipif
κFx0
]
×
[
1
τy
− 2ipif ry/τ − 2ipif
κFy0
]
− C
τxτy
. (9)
In the following we suppose that, even if the two modes
see different pump powers Pp,x and Pp,y , the relative intensity
noises (RINs) of the two pumps are the same, defined as
RINp(f) =
〈|δ˜N0x(f)|2〉
N
2
0x
=
〈|δ˜N0y(f)|2〉
N
2
0y
, (10)
where 〈 〉 denotes statistical average. Eq. (6) leads to the
following expressions for the RIN of the two modes:
RINi(f) =
∣∣∣δ˜Fi(f)∣∣∣2
F 20i
=
[
|Mii|2r2i
τ2i
+
|Mij |2r2j
τ2j
+ η
rirj
τiτj
(
MiiM
∗
ij +M
∗
iiMij
)] RINp(f)
κ2F 20i
, (11)
where i, j = x, y with i 6= j. In this expression, η is the
modulus of the correlation between the two pump noises
defined by
〈δ˜N0x(f)δ˜N0y
∗
(f)〉 = ηRINp(f)N0xN0yeiΨ , (12)
where Ψ is the phase of this correlation. In the following,
we suppose that both η and Ψ do not depend on the noise
frequency f , a hypothesis that will be justified by the mea-
surements reported below.
B. Beatnote Phase Noise
The phase noise of the beatnote has been shown to originate
from two main contributions [20]: i) the fluctuations of the
phase induced by the strong phase/intensity coupling in the
semiconductor and ii) the fluctuations of the temperature of the
semiconductor chip induced by the fluctuations of the pump
power. The first contribution leads to a beatnote phase noise
δφH(t) whose Fourier transform is given by:
δ˜φH(f) =
α
2
(
δ˜Fx(f)
F0x
− δ˜Fy(f)
F0y
)
, (13)
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where α is Henry’s factor. The thermal effect leads to the
following phase noise for the beatnote:
δ˜φT(f) = −
ω0ΓTRT
2ipif(1 + 2ipifτT)
[
Pp,x
δ˜N0x
N0x
− Pp,y δ˜N0y
N0y
]
,
(14)
where ω0 is the laser angular frequency, RT and τT are the
thermal resistance and response time of the semiconductor
structure, and ΓT is the refractive index variation with tem-
perature, given by
ΓT =
LSC
Lext
dn
dT
, (15)
where dn/dT is the temperature dependence of the average
refractive index in the structure and LSC and Lext are the
lengths of the semiconductor structure and the external cavity,
respectively.
Since the two contributions given by Eqs. (13) and (14)
originate from the same source of noise, i. e. the pump
noise, they must be added coherently, leading to the following
expression for the beatnote phase noise power spectral density:∣∣∣δ˜φH+T(f)∣∣∣2 = [|Qx|2 + |Qy|2 + 2ηRe(QxQ∗yeiΨ)]RINp(f) ,
(16)
with
Qx(f) =
αrx
2κτx
(
Mxx
F0x
− Myx
F0y
)
− ω0ΓTRT
2ipif(1 + 2ipifτT)
Pp,x ,
(17)
Qy(f) =
αry
2κτy
(
Myy
F0y
− Mxy
F0x
)
+
ω0ΓTRT
2ipif(1 + 2ipifτT)
Pp,y .
(18)
C. Noise Spectral Correlations
Since the intensity noises and the phase noise mainly origi-
nate from the pump noise, one can expect that there should be
some correlations between these noises. These correlations can
be helpful to have a deeper insight of the physics of this laser.
In the following, we will measure some of these correlations
and their frequency dependence. For example, we give here
the definition of the spectral correlation between the intensity
noises of the two modes:
ΘδFx−δFy (f) =
〈
δ˜Fx(f)δ˜F ∗y (f)
〉
√〈∣∣∣δ˜Fx(f)∣∣∣2〉〈∣∣∣δ˜Fy(f)∣∣∣2〉
. (19)
Similar expressions can be introduced for the correlations
between any of the intensity noises δFx and δFy and the
beatnote phase noise δφ.
IV. NOISE MEASUREMENTS AND MODELING
A. Pump Noise
From the preceding section, we expect both the RIN and the
beatnote phase noise to depend on the RIN and correlation of
the pump noises. It is thus necessary to fully characterize the
pump noise, as described in the present Section.
DC 
AC 
DC 
LD 
AC 
Lens Tube BS 
Pinhole 
# 1 
Pinhole # 2 
ND PD1 
PD2 
ND 
Lens 
BT 
BT 
RFA 
RFA 
Oscilloscope 
Fig. 3. Experimental setup used to measure the RIN of the pumps and the
correlation between the pump noises. LD: pump laser diode; BT: bias tee;
ND: neutral density filter; PD1, PD2: photodiodes; BS: beam splitter; RFA:
radio frequency amplifier.
The pump laser is multimode fiber coupled. Consequently,
the numerous spatial modes of the fiber lead to a compli-
cated speckle pattern at the output of the fiber. This speckle
pattern will evolve when the spectral content of the laser
evolves or when the path differences between the fiber modes
evolve. Moreover, since the two polarization modes of the
DF-VECSEL are spatially separated in the active medium
and have a smaller diameter than the pump spot, the spatial
regions of the pump spot that pump the two laser modes are
different. This fact requires us to extract the pump noises just
in the spatial regions that intersect the two VECSEL modes.
Moreover, to extract the correlations between the pump noises
for the two modes, we must record the corresponding pump
intensity fluctuations simultaneously. To this aim, we built
the experiment setup schematized in Fig. 3. The laser diode
(LD) and the lens tube are the ones used to pump the DF-
VECSEL. A beam splitter then splits the pump beam into two
identical arms. At the focal point, two pinholes of 50 µm radii
are placed to mimic the two laser modes. The white circles
in the two pictures in Fig. 3 show the relative diameter of
these pinholes with respect to the pump spot. Each of the
pinholes is controlled by a three dimension translation stage.
We can thus record the two pump noises as a function of
their separation d on the structure. After the pinholes, the
beams are sent through lenses and neutral density filters before
being detected by two photodiodes with 2.4 mm × 2.8 mm
photosensitive areas and 30 MHz bandwidth. The photocurrent
signals are separated into DC and AC signals by a bias-
tee. The AC signals are amplified by RFAs. The two signals
are sampled by a digital oscilloscope simultaneously. Further
processing, based on Fourier transforming the pump noises
signals, is performed on a computer. Averaging over many
samples permits to obtain the pump RINs and correlations
following Eqs. (10) and (12).
Figure 4 shows the pump noise characterization results
obtained with the setup of Fig. 3. First of all, the RIN of
the pump laser is reproduced in Fig. 4(a). For simplicity, in
subsequent modeling, we take the RIN of the pump to be
white in the 10 kHz to 20 MHz frequency range, and take
it equal to −130 ± 3 dB/Hz. Figures 4(b) and 4(c) show
the results of the measurements of the correlations between
the two pump noises, selected by the two 50 µm radius
pinholes whose images are separated by a distance d in the
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Fig. 4. (a) Pump RIN spectrum measured using the setup of Fig. 3. (b)
Amplitude and (c) phase of the correlation spectrum of the pump noises for
different values of the mode separation d.
transverse plane. The measurement starts with d = 0, which
can be validated by making the correlation amplitude close to
one, illustrating the identity of the two pump regions passing
through the pinholes. When d increases from 0 to 100 µm,
the correlation amplitude decreases, and the correlation phase
concentrates around zero. However, when d increases up to
125 µm and beyond, the correlation amplitude increases again,
and the correlation phase tends to ±180◦.
B. RIN and Beatnote Phase Noise of the DF-VECSEL
The intensity noises and beatnote phase noise are measured
simultaneously by the experiment setup shown in Fig. 5. The
beam emitted by the DF-VECSEL is split into two arms. In
order to measure the intensity noises of the two cross-polarized
modes separately, the two orthogonal polarized lasers in one
arm are separated by using a half-wave plate and a PBS.
In the other arm, a polarizer projects the o and e modes
DF-
VECSEL 
Oscilloscope 
RFA3 
RFA1 
RFA2 
BS PBS 
PBS 
PD1 
PD2 
PD3 
λ/2 
λ/2 
Fig. 5. Experimental setup used to measure the noises of the DF-VECSEL.
BS: beam splitter; PBS: polarization beam splitter; PD’s: photodiodes; RFA:
radio frequency amplifiers.
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Fig. 6. Experimental measurements of the (a,c) intensity noises and (b,d)
beatnote phase noise of the DF-VECSEL. The cavity length is 48.0 mm in
(a,b) and 49.5 mm in (c,d). The dots are measurements and the full lines are the
corresponding theoretical spectra computed with τ = 1 ns , Ψ = 0, α = 5.2,
RT = 40 K.W
−1 and (a,b) τx = 13 ns, τy = 16 ns, rx = 1.59, ry = 1.63,
C = 0.44, RINp = −133 dB/Hz, Pp,x = 0.42 W, Pp,y = 0.35 W,
ΓT = 1.34 × 10−7 K−1, τT = 45µs, η = 0.45; (c,d) τx = 10 ns,
τy = 8 ns, rx = 1.25, ry = 1.22, C = 0.15, RINp = −129 dB/Hz,
Pp,x = 0.27 W, Pp,y = 0.33 W, ΓT = 1.32 × 10−7 K−1, τT = 45µs,
η = 0.1. In (b,d) the dashed (resp. dot-dashed) line is the contribution to the
beatnote phase noise coming from amplitude phase coupling (resp. thermal
effect).
to the same polarization direction, in order to detect the
beatnote. The three beams are sent into three PDs with a
1 GHz bandwidth. After amplification, the intensity noises and
the beatnote signals are simultaneously recorded by a deep
memory digital oscilloscope.
In order to test the robustness of the predictions of our
model, we measured all the noises for two values of the
cavity length, namely 48.0 mm and 49.5 mm. These two
cavity lengths correspond to two values of the beam waist
w0 = 65 µm and 40 µm, respectively. With a separation
d = 50 µm, we take the coupling constant to be equal to
C = 0.44 and C = 0.15, respectively. Thus, by changing the
cavity length, we change three parameters relevant to noise:
the coupling constant C, the pump noise level and the pump
noise correlation η.
Figure 6 shows the resulting RIN and beatnote phase noise
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spectra, both theoretical and experimental. Figs. 6(a) and (b)
were obtained when the length of the cavity is 48mm, while
(c) and (d) correspond the cavity length equal to 49.5mm.
The RIN spectra of Figs. 6(a) and (c) exhibit the typical
first-order filter shape consistent with the expected class-A
dynamical behavior of the laser. Comparing (a) and (c), one
can notice that the spectra in (c) have a sharper corner than
the curves in (a). This is due to the fact that C is larger in (a),
inducing a stronger deformation with respect to a pure first-
order filter shape. The RINs of the two modes are slightly
different because they experience slightly different gains and
losses. In all cases the experimental results are well reproduced
by the model.
The phase noise spectra are shown in Figs. 6(b) and (d).
From the two figures, one can see that both spectra exhibit
a change of slope at about 300 kHz. The corresponding
theoretical spectra show that this is due to the fact that the ther-
mal effect dominates at low frequencies and phase/amplitude
coupling effect dominates at higher frequencies. The transition
between these two effects just occurs at around 300 kHz.
The comparison of Figs. 6(c) and 6(d) with respect to
Figs. 6(a) and 6(b) shows that both the intensity and the phase
noises increase when the cavity length is increased, i. e.,
when the mode size in the gain region decreases. This is
due to the combination of three factors: i) the increase of the
pump noise seen by the laser mode; ii) the decrease of the
coupling constant C, and iii) the decrease of the pump noise
correlation amplitude η. The influence of all these factors will
be discussed in Section V.
C. Correlation Behavior
To gain a deeper understanding of the noise and perform
a more solid test of the theory, the correlation between the
intensity noises of the two modes is also investigated.
Figure 7 reproduces the correlation spectra between the
intensity noises of the two orthogonal polarized laser modes.
As can be seen, the correlation amplitude is flat and strong at
lower frequencies, before dropping and exhibiting a minimum
in a narrow frequency band, after which it increases again. The
corresponding correlation phase changes from about ±180◦ to
0. This spectral behavior can be explained by considering the
DF-VECSEL as a coupled oscillator system. Then, this system
has two noise eigenmodes, which are linear combinations of
the two intensity noises:
δ˜F1(f) = c1xδ˜Fx(f) + c1y δ˜Fy(f) , (20)
δ˜F2(f) = c2xδ˜Fx(f)− c2y δ˜Fy(f) . (21)
If we suppose, as an approximation, that the two laser modes
have the same gains and losses, the constants c1x, c1y , c2x,
and c2y are then all be equal. Then, the two noise eigenmodes
become in-phase and anti-phase intensity noises defined as
δ˜F In(f) =
1√
2
[
δ˜Fx(f) + δ˜Fy(f)
]
, (22)
δ˜FAnti(f) =
1√
2
[
δ˜Fx(f)− δ˜Fy(f)
]
. (23)
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Fig. 7. Experimental measurements of the (a,c) amplitudes and (b,d) phases
of the correlation spectra between the intensity noises of the two modes of
the DF-VECSEL. The cavity length is 48.0 mm in (a,b) and 49.5 mm in (c,d).
The dots are measurements and the full line are the corresponding theoretical
spectra, obtained with the same parameters as in Fig. 6.
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parameters as in Fig. 6.
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One can deduce the spectra of δ˜FIn(f) and ˜δFAnti(f) from
those of the two laser modes, as shown in Fig. 8. One notices
that the anti-phase noise is dominant over the in-phase noise
at low frequencies, and conversely at higher frequencies. By
combining Eq. (19) with Eqs. (22) and (23), the correlation
between δ˜Fx(f) and δ˜Fy(f) reads
ΘδFx−δFy (f) =
〈∣∣∣δ˜F In(f)∣∣∣2 − ∣∣∣δ˜FAnti(f)∣∣∣2〉
2
√〈∣∣∣δ˜Fx(f)∣∣∣2〉〈∣∣∣δ˜Fy(f)∣∣∣2〉
+
〈
δ˜F
∗
In(f)δ˜FAnti(f)− δ˜F In(f)δ˜F
∗
Anti(f)
〉
2
√〈∣∣∣δ˜Fx(f)∣∣∣2〉〈∣∣∣δ˜Fy(f)∣∣∣2〉
.
(24)
If now we suppose that the two modes have nearly identical
gains and losses, the second term can be neglected, leading
to:
ΘδFx−δFy (f) '
〈∣∣∣δ˜F In(f)∣∣∣2 − ∣∣∣δ˜FAnti(f)∣∣∣2〉
2
√〈∣∣∣δ˜Fx(f)∣∣∣2〉〈∣∣∣δ˜Fy(f)∣∣∣2〉
. (25)
Thanks to this expression, the spectral behavior of the corre-
lation between δFx and δFy can be readily explained. Since
the difference between the in-phase and anti-phase intensity
noises is large at low frequencies, the correlation amplitude
is high. The pi correlation phase observed in Figs. 7(b,d) is
consistent with the anti-phase mechanism being dominant at
low frequencies. However, the spectral bandwidth of the anti-
phase mechanism is smaller than the one of the in-phase
mechanism, leading to a crossing of the two curves at a
frequency of the order of a few MHz. Close to this crossing
point, when the difference between the amplitudes of the
two mechanisms becomes small, the correlation amplitude
decreases, leading to the appearance of a dip in the correlation
spectra of Figs. 7(a,c). At higher frequencies, the correlation
phase tends to be 0 when the in-phase noise dominates.
Also, from Fig. 8, one can deduce that when the coupling
strength C decreases, the antiphase noise amplitude becomes
closer to the amplitude of the in-phase noise at low frequen-
cies. This fact indicates that the coupling between the two
modes favors antiphase noise with respect to in-phase noise.
V. DISCUSSION
The experimental and theoretical results reported in the
preceding Sections show that the intensity and the beatnote
phase noise of the DF-VECSEL do not depend only on
the pump noise but also on the laser parameters. Moreover,
comparison between theory and experiment has allowed us to
gain confidence on the validity of our model. The aim of the
present section is thus to use this model to discuss the possible
paths to minimize these noises.
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Fig. 9. (a) Evolution of the pump to DF-VECSEL RIN transfer gain at low
frequencies (f = 50 kHz) as a function of the excitation ratio of the laser
when the two modes have the same excitation ratios (rx = ry) for two
values of the coupling constant C. (b) Evolution of the low-frequency RIN
gains for the two modes as a function of the excitation ratio of the x mode
for a fixed value of ry = 1.63. The two thin vertical lines delimit the region
of dual-frequency (DF) oscillation from the regions of single-frequency (SF)
oscillation. (c) Same as (a) as a function of the coupling constant C for
rx = ry = 1.6 and different values of the pump noise correlation amplitude
η. All other parameters are τx = 13 ns, τy = 16 ns, τ = 1 ns, η = 0.45
and Ψ = 0.
A. Minimizing the RIN Transfer
Figures 6(a) and 6(c) show that the relative intensity noises
of the DF-VECSEL modes behave like a low-pass filter with
a bandwidth related to the photon lifetime. This means that
at low frequencies, much below 1/τx and 1/τy , the relative
intensity noises of the laser modes are given by the product of
the pump RIN times a transfer gain which is independent of
the noise frequency in this frequency range. Figure 9 shows
the evolution of this intensity noise transfer gain calculated
from Eq. (11) at frequency f = 50 kHz in several situations.
First of all, Fig. 9(a) presents the case where the two modes
have the same excitation ratio (rx = ry). In this case, one
can see that the RIN transfer gain decreases when the laser
excitation ratio increases, just like in a single-frequency class-
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A laser [13]. In particular, when C = 0, the intensity noises of
the two modes are the same as the one of a single-frequency
laser. Moreover, one can see from this figure that increasing
the nonlinear coupling constant from 0 to 0.44 increases the
RIN transfer gain by approximately 10 dB. Furthermore, when
C 6= 0, the two modes have to compete for gain. Then the two
modes can oscillate together only when their excitation ratio
are relatively similar. This leads to Fig. 9(b), which shows the
evolution of the RIN transfer gain for the two modes when
rx is varied while ry is fixed. The two vertical lines show the
range of values of rx in which the two modes can oscillate
together in a stable manner. Outside this range, the imbalance
between the two modes is too strong and competition leads
to the fact that the stronger mode kills the weaker one [26].
In the simultaneous oscillation region, this figure shows that
the RIN transfer gains of the two modes are different as soon
as rx 6= ry , and that the intensity noise of the weaker mode
strongly increases with the imbalance between the two modes.
Finally, Fig. 9(c) reproduces the evolution of the RIN transfer
gain as a function of the coupling constant C when the two
modes are exactly balanced (rx = ry), for different value of
the correlation amplitude η between the two pump regions.
The intensity noise increases with C, except when η closely
approaches 1. In particular, when η = 1, the intensity noise
at low frequency becomes very small. This can be understood
by considering Fig. 8: the intensity noise at low frequencies
is dominated by the anti-phase noise mode. Since we consider
here that the correlated parts of the two pump noises are
always in phase (Ψ = 0), the fact that η = 1 leads to the
fact that the anti-phase noise mode is not excited by the pump
noise, leading to a drastic reduction of the low-frequency RIN.
In conclusion of this discussion, we can see that the RIN
of the dual-frequency VECSEL can be minimized by i)
decreasing the nonlinear coupling constant C, ii) balancing
the excitation ratios of the two modes as exactly as possible
and iii) making the in-phase correlation between the pump
noises in the two modes as close to one as possible.
B. Optimization of the Beatnote Phase Noise
The performances of the atomic clock based on CPT excited
by such a DF-VECSEL will largely depend on the phase noise
of the beatnote. Of course, by inserting an electro-optic crystal
inside the cavity, one can eventually reduce this noise by
phase locking the laser to a reference. But, as can be seen
from Figs. 6(b) and 6(d), the beatnote phase noise extends to
frequencies much larger than what can be easily eliminated
with such a phase-locked loop. It is thus important to reduce
the contribution of the phase noise coming from the pump
laser.
Figure 10 shows the influence on the beatnote phase noise of
the coupling constant C between the modes and the correlation
η between the two pumps. It is clear from Fig. 10(a) that the
phase noise decreases when η increases, but that this decrease
is particularly significant when η approaches 1. Figures 10(b)
and 10(c) show that C has a less striking influence on the
beatnote phase noise: increasing C decreases the phase noise
only in the vicinity of the transition between the two phase
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Fig. 10. Influence of η and C on the beatnote phase noise spectra. (a)
Evolution of the phase noise spectrum with η for C = 0.44. (b,c) Evolution
of the phase noise spectrum with C for (b) η = 0 and (c) η = 1. The
values of the other parameters are τ = 1 ns, τx = 13 ns, τy = 16 ns,
rx = 1.59, ry = 1.63, Ψ = 0, α = 5.2, , Pp,x = 0.42 W,
Pp,y = 0.35 W, ΓT = 1.34× 10−7 K−1, τT = 45µs, RT = 40 K.W−1,
and RINp = −133 dB/Hz.
noise mechanisms. But it is clear by comparing Figs. 10(b) and
10(c) that the most efficient way to reduce the phase noise is
to approach η = 1 with Ψ = 0.
In the case where η is large, Fig. 11 shows the influence of
an imbalance between the two modes on the resulting beatnote
phase noise. It is clear from Fig. 11(a) that when η = 1, the
last remaining limitation to reduce the beatnote phase noise
is the imbalance between the modes. On the contrary, Fig.
11(b) shows that for other values of η, this imbalance plays a
marginal role.
To summarize, the minimization of the beatnote phase noise
relies on i) minimizing C, and ii) making η as close to 1
as possible. Finally, the power imbalance between the modes
becomes a significant parameter only when η gets very close
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Fig. 11. Influence of the imbalance between the two modes on the beatnote
phase noise spectra. (a) Evolution of the phase noise spectrum with ry for
rx = 1.59 and η = 1. (b) Evolution of the phase noise spectrum with ry for
rx = 1.59 and η = 0.9. The values of the other parameters are τ = 1 ns,
τx = τy = 13 ns, rx = 1.59, Ψ = 0, α = 5.2, ΓT = 1.34 × 10−7 K−1,
τT = 45µs, RT = 40 K.W−1, and RINp = −133 dB/Hz.
to 1.
VI. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have theoretically and experimentally
studied the noise mechanisms in a DF-VECSEL developed to
probe a CPT cesium clock. More precisely, we have analyzed
how the pump intensity noise propagates, through the laser
dynamics, to the intensity noises of the two modes and to
the phase noise of the beatnote between the two modes. In
particular, by measuring the parameters of the pump noise and
the intensity and beatnote phase noises of the DF-VECSEL,
we have obtained a good agreement with our model based on
generalized rate equations. This has allowed us to isolate the
parameters that play an important role on the DF-VECSEL
noises. Beyond the trivial conclusion that the pump noise
should be made as small as possible, it appears that the same
parameters must be optimized to reduce both the intensity
noise and the beatnote phase noise. First, the excitation ratios
of the two modes must be as similar as possible. This can
be performed by carefully aligning the laser and adjusting the
overlap between the two modes and the region of the semi-
conductor structure that is pumped by the pump laser. Second,
the coupling constant between the two modes must be made
as small as possible. This means that cross-saturation must be
minimized, for example by increasing the spatial separation
between the two modes in the active medium. Finally, the
correlation between the noises of the two regions of the pump
that pump the two modes must be as close as possible to one,
and in phase. This condition is somewhat contradictory with
the fact that C must be made as small as possible. However,
one could probably satisfy these two criteria by splitting the
pump into two identical pump beams and pumping the two
spatially separated modes with pump beams exhibiting exactly
the same noises. The problem then is to find a low-noise pump
laser that exhibits enough output power to pump two well
separated modes to allow them to oscillate far enough above
threshold to have a stable laser emission regime. This is the
subject of our present investigations.
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